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TUE Leux AvnrucANrsr REsTaRCH REsouRCES PRorucr:
A NEw DnncrroN FoR MoxoGRApHrc CoopERATror{?
by Dan Hazen, Librarian t'or Latin Americn, Spain, and Portttgal, Widener Library, Haraarcl l)niaersity

ome 35 of the nation's premier Latin
American collections have for the past
several years worked iogether in the Latin

Americanist Research Resources Project, an
endeavor sponsored jointly by the Association
of American Universities, the Association of
Research Libraries, and the Seminar on the
Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials.
The effort had its origins in the common concern
of scholars, Iibrarians, and academic administra-
tors to ensure the continued availabilitv of inter-
national resources in North American libraries as
acquisition funds became ever more constrained.
Library budgets had for some time been under
pressure/ and foreign acquisitions appeared
particuiarly vuinerable to cutbacks.

From the first, the Project's goals were thus
cast along the iwin (and not obviousiy compati-
bie) dimensions of strengthened coverage of
foreign pubiications and minimized costs. The
Latin Americanist Project's highly visible institu-
tional sponsors, the [angible support provided by
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, and signifi-
cant contributions from each participating library
all attest to the broad constituency that contrnues
to share these objectives.

Background and Goals
The Latin Americanist endeavor began early in
1995, with three pilot efforts that focused on seri-
als, government documents, and the publications
of non-governmental organizations. With these
measures fairiy well in place, and with a deepen-
ing understanding of cooperative costs and bene-
fits, the project has recently moved toward activi-

ties that may have a more forceful impact on
participants' budgets and coilections. A joint effort
to improve our coverage of the region's monographic
output has thus become a central concern.

Preliminary studies to the Latin Americanist
Project's "pilot" phase suggested an emerging mono-
graphic collecting pattern for non-core materials that
combined unnecessary duplication with disquieting
gaps.t E,rer-tighter acquisitions budgets, ihe region's
expanding pubiishing output, and spiraling prices
suggested that the situation would worsen with time.
Thus, the prospect was at best a stable roster of
libraries sustaining basic Latin American core collec-
tions, along with a shrinking group of institutions
constructing increasingly duplicative collections of
more esoteric publications. The obvious yet unhappv
result would be an ever-weaker resource base for
Latin American Studies.

The monographic component of the Latin
Americanist Project has therefore sought io structure
a cooperative program that builds on existing efforts
to enSure strong, distributed coilections. This aiso
recognizes the long history of cooperative initiatives
that have fallen short of expectations. Manv in the
library community are by now deeply skepiical of
cooperation, and any new program must address the
aspects that have proven problematic in the past.

The Terms of Participation
The Latin Americanist Project cails for each partici-
pating library to re-direct seven percent of iti mono-
graphic allocation for materials from Latin America
toward a specific, pre-aranged collecting area. Each
library's project acquisitions wiil thus be tunded by
its previous base amount for the target area, plus an
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additional seven percent of its Latin American mono-
graphic budget. Acquisitions can focus on a country, a
group of counfries, a subject area, or a subject area from
a particuiar counrry. Libraries received their collecting
assignments by first listing (in priority order) no more
than three areas upon which they might focus. These
choices were posted to the group as a whole, along with
the amount that each library will spend on its proposed
target area. A process of voluJrtary, participant-driven
fine-funing ensued. Eariy results indicate that each
library has been able to retain a high-prioritv assign-
ment within a minimaliy duplicative collecting grid.

Participants are free to manage the seven percent
reallocati.ons through whatever shifts most readily
accommodate local programs and demand. A11
participants are also expected and encouraged to
maintain their core collections, since the project focuses
on publications likely to receive onlv occasional use.
Each library can acquire materials from its target area
as it best sees fit: firm orders, approval plans, collecting
agents, expanded exchanges, buying trips, or other
strategies. Intensified purchases will normallv
predominate, though compiementarv efforts wiil often
be needed as well. Flexible start-up dates recognize
participants' different fiscai years, acquisitions
arrangements, and decision-making processes.

Participating l ibraries are expected to keep basic
statistics on the amounts they spend for project
materiais and on the number of project titles they order
and receive. Timely (thotrgh not necessariiv "rush")
bibliographic control is required, preferablv through
cataiog records provided to one of the major biblio-
graphic utiiities. Most project materiais-except those
items too fragile, valuable, or heaviiv consulted to send
off-site-are expected to be available through interl i-
brary loan. These conditions should allow us to
monitor the project, evaluate its resuits, and ensure
broad access to project holdings.

Changing Contexts
and the Context for Change
The terms for the monographic project combine some
prescription with as much tlexibiiity as possible. The
project aiso relies on some fundamental characteristics
of today's library infrastructure. First and foremost,
automated bibliographic control is bv now almost uni-
versal. Arrangements to build distributed collections
can thus be based upon and evaluated with solid
knowledge of the specific titles held at oiher institu-
tions, rather than the inevitably fuzzv statements of
collecting intentions that have prevailed in the past.

A second feature of today's library derives from
some of the benefits of automaied bibliographic control.
We now generallv accept that none of our libraries can
acquire evervthing its users mav need. Ensuring access

to outside resources is thus a centrai concern. The project
itself addresses the obvious requi.rement that any given
item must be held at some library before another institu-
tion can reiy on remote access instead of local acquisition.

A second eLement centers on the logistics of loans,
and is best manifested in the continuing efforts to make
interlibrary loan and document delivery cheaper and
more reiiable. As interiibrary loan costs are driven down,
price calculations for the balance between access and
ownership will tilt more and more toward the former.

The effects of automated bibiiographic control and
efficient ILL and document delivery should be similar
across almost all collections and libraries. The Latin
American monographic effort, however, enjovs two
special advantages. First, this project draws upon the
Latin Americanist library community's long and stronglv
cooperative history. The familiarity and trust achieved
through years of meeting and working together have
created a solid foundation for our experiments.

Second, and in part tlowing from this coilaborative
past, the Latin Americanist endeavor has been able to
enlist a critical mass of participants. Financial contri.bu-
tions and outside support have been equally important.r
Organizing a complex, multi-institutional endeavor is
time-consuming and expensive, and the initial pav-offs
can be small. A fuily engaged community is crucial to
overcoming both administrative and financial hurdles.

Exorcising the Past
Cooperative collection development commonlv brings
to mind experiences like the Farmington PIan or the
Research Libraries Croup Conspectus. Both have been
(perhaps prematurelv) dismissed as failures, and both
entailed fairly massive infrastructures for administration
and publicity. Skepticism has become the norm. The
Latin Americanist Project has taken shape in full aware-
ness of these precedents. On one hand, and as suggested
above, automated bibliographic control and improving
systems for access and document delivery have shifted
the technologicai context for cooperation in wavs that
now make it vastly more simple to know about and
consult what is availabie. Other essential features, built
into the project itself, focus on process, psvchology, and
evner t :  f inns

1. The project, first and foremost, iras been constructed
to guarantee benefits for each participant while at the
same time helping the group as a whoie. Collecting
assignments are therefore intended to reinforce existing
priorities within each library, and participants have as
a rule requested assignments that reflect both their
capabilities and their strengths. Some libraries have
thus proposed fairiy narrow targets while others, whose
coilections cover a broader range, have been more inclu-
sive. In either case, the choices address local aspirations
and concerns.



2. While the project's goal is to improve Latin American
coverage, ii does not promise comprehensive acquisi-
tions. Most requests for collecting assignments have
come from libraries seeking to build on their strengths.
Cornell Universify, for exampie, has for decades collect-
ed very heaviiy from Peru. The seven perceni realloca-
tion may allow Cornell to mount
special efforts to ferret out
provinciai pubiications, docu-
ments, ephemera, and materials
from non-governmeniai organi-
zations, thereby edging its Peru-
vian acquisitions even closer to
the exhaustive. Libraries signing
up for such large countries as
Mexico or Brazil, by contrast, are
almost certainiy falling well
short of complete coverage. Pro-
ject reallocations will strengthen
their holdings, but there will still
be plenty of room for growth.

Trrst as fhe nroierf does not
demand exhauitive acquisit ions
by its participating l ibraries, nei-
ther does it expect to cover every
country within the region. We
anticipate fewer and fewer gaps
as the roster of participants con-
tinues to grow, but assignments
will not be imposed simplv to
round out the list.

3. Wherever possible, the
project encourages tlexibility and
voluntarv compliance over regi-
mentation or prescription. For
instance, accounting systems
vary drasticaily, and some
Iibraries cannot track their pur-
chases by country. Their best
estimates 3re .rccepted, fhough
improved reports .rre also
encouraged. As with other
aspects, the guiding principle is
to construct a Droiect that works
for each participant, as well as for the group as a whole.

4. The project encourages regional as well as North
American speciaiization. Regional consortia for the
Northeast, the Southeast, and Caiifornia have recentlv
emerged wrthin the Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin
American Library Mlaterials (SALALM), and others mav
foilow. Libraries within each of these groupings are
working together to improve their overall coverage.
These programs buttress efforts with a national and
bi-naiional focus. They can also give cooperation an

immediate and personal meaning, for instance as bibli-
ographers meet face-to-face to negotiate, evaluate, and
clarify their arrangements

5. The monographs project has phrased its requirements
in simple terms and has then been flexible in interpreting
them. Each library has a greai deal of latitude in decid-

ing how it wili participate.
A volunieer "Working Group"
provides advice on specific col-
leciing choices and broader mat-
ters of policy. Ail the project's
bibliographers routinelv con-
tribute to our discussions. This
reflects our goals of f lexibil i ty
and broad involvement. It also
demonstrates the project's insis-
tence on non-bureaucratic
arrangements that carry the
smallest possible amount of
administrative overhead. Our
monographic effort cannot cost
more than it saves.'

Evaluating Proiect Resuits
Studies conducted before ihe
overall Project began indicaied a
pattern of gradually shrinking
and increasingiy duplicative
Latin American coilections.
The gaps in coverage also
seemed fairly consistent. lVhile
the monographic effort offers a
Iogical response to these trends,
only careful evaiuation will
reveal whether it actually makes
a difference. Several measures
wiii be especially important.

1. The project presumes that
distributed acquisitions based on
coordinated coilecting assign-
ments wiil strengthen overall
coverage both nationally and
regionally. Will this happen, or
are we mereiy engaged in a

gigantic reshuffling of our current acquisitions?
Perhaps the simpiest test will entail analysis of Latin

American holdings by country and by year of publication
on the OCLC and RLIN bibliographic databases. If the
project works as planned, an ever greater share of Latin
American imprints will be heid at onlv a small number of
libraries. Several compiexities will (inevitably) intervene.
Past studies suggest that it can take as long as five vears
for Latin American acquisitions to be represented in
online catalog records. Even with participants'prompt
cataloging of project titles, we cannot be certain of the fuil
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extent of North American acquisitions until several years
after any given publicafion date.

Were book prices constant, we could expect the
project's seven percent reallocations to increase the
number of tities that each library receives from its target
area. However, book prices shift (usuaily upward), and
publishing output ebbs and flows. Tallies s{ roroinrc

must be interpreted with care.

2. Convincing anaiyses of hoidings and receipts will
require several years and very carelul interpretation.
Before and after expenditure figures for each partici-
pant's target area shouid provide a quicker indication
of boih project impact and local compliance. Locai
accounting structures and financial systems, however,
mean that some libraries will be unable to provide
clearcut spending breakdowns. Time lags between
orders and receipts, and the vagaries of international
shipping (and therefore invoice payments), can also
produce short-term distortions that are best addressed
by relving on multi-year roiling averages.

3. Tallies of amounts spent and tities received will
provide two quantitative measures of the project's
impact. A complementary approach could focus on
borrowing requests and interiibrary loan. Intensified
interlibrary Ioan traffic might be expected as our iocal
collections become deeper but less broad.

As before, the results will require careful interpreta-
tion. At the simplest level, it is difficult to track interii-
brary loan transactions in terms of the categories
(country and year of publication) that make sense
for this project. Samples or case studies from a few
participants may at least suggest trends. Even then,
interiibrary loan traffic only reflects current demand.
These figures may bear little or no relationship to the
project's long-term goal of improving our overail access
to Iittle-used materials.

4. Measuring growth in coverage, reductions in duplica-
tion, expenditure trends, and patterns of interiibrary
loan will suggest some of our project's tangible costs and
benefits. A fuller analysis is needed to assess a broader
range of costs in both the short and the long terms, as the
impact of specialized acquisitions reverberates through
the entire library strucfure. The followrng four examples
mav suggest some of the dimensions.

Libraries owning North America's only copy of a
particular title carry an uncodified but nonetheless
very real responsibility io preserve that item. If the
project works as planned, we wili see more and
more titles that are very thinly heid. How wiil the
project affect each participant's preservation costs?

Priority cataloging for project materials, even to pro-
vide less than fuII records, may shift locai processing

balances away from copy cataloging and toward
(more expensive) original work.

. Participating libraries, in volunteering for collecting
assignments, are normally reinforcing their acquisi-
tions in areas of high local interest. Sirengthened
holdings of these locaily significant materials may
simultaneously expand the library's reliance on
outside collections for more peripheral areas.
Interiibrary loan requests may increase, with all
the associated expense.

. The pricing and profit calcuiations of Latin American
bookdealers presume a particular balance between
works purchased by many libraries and those bought
by only a few. The dwindling acquisitions budgets
forecast before the projeci began would have put
pressure on vendor profits and prices. The project
mav acceleraie the process. Its impact on prices is
hard to predict.

A complete cost accounting may thus reveai project
trade-offs that are not immediately apparent. Throughout
the process, it will be important to recall that the project's
expected benefits are not exciusively economic.

5. The project may have already had a reai, aibeit some-
what intangible, impact on its participants' specialist staff.
One of the trends that provoked the eniire effort was a
seeminglv inexorable decline in our Latin American
coverage. The prospects pointed to dwindling collections,
and also to an endangered specialization within librarian-
ship. The project has mobilized librarians (among others)
to turn the tide. An energized constituency has resuited,
as manifested in a reinforced willingness to work together
and new avenues for cooperation.

Specialized acquisitions also suggest that local librari-
ans will become ever more expert in particular collecting
areas and their publications, thereby (perhaps) counteract-
ing a trend toward part-time area studies positions that
blend in ever broad.er generalist responsibilities. Inter-
views and/or questionnaires may provide the best means

for estabiishing the project's effect on bibliographers'
mood, morale, and job assignments.

Moving Ahead
A finai dimension of evaluation shades into speculation
on whether, and how, other approaches might accomplish
more, and the related aspect of how we can improve our

results. A number of issues have already surfaced.

L. The monograph project has injected its demands for

specialization and cooperation into a universe of Latin

American collections that has evolved organically over

time. Manv participating libraries have soughi across-the-

board coilections, but some were already specializing
when the project began. Tuiane University, for instance,
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has for decades focused on Central America; the Univer-
sity of Florida at Qainesville emphasizes the Caribbean.
In these and similat cases, iibraries were fulfilling some
of the expectations of a cooperative, distributed acquisi-
tion program even before the project began.

The project's response to this circumstance has taken
two directions. Pre-existing specialized collections were
constructed to meet local needs. In the absence of
regional or national cooperative plans, these libraries
have been obliged to provide generai Latin American
coverage while also pursuing their specialty. As our
project creates a more dense network of interdependent
collections, these libraries stand to benefit along with
the rest of us: past specialization does not preciude
current benefit.

The second response has to do with pragmatics
and politics. Even as we expect positive results, the
monograph project is best seen as an experiment to test
whether voluntary, targeted budget reallocations can
improve joint access to Latin American research materi-
als. If would-be participants cite pre-existing specializa-
tions in order to exempt themselves from internal reallo-
cations, then the project will have nothing to test.
We have thus insisted on distinguishing between todav's
richiv contoured map of Latin American collection
strengths, and the impact that projeci reallocations wiil
have in creating an even more varied map in the future.

2. A somewhat reiated issue involves the role of
consortia as project participants. Duke Universify and
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and
the University ot California at Berkeiey and Stanford
University, have Iong-standing bilateral arrangements
through which libraries located ciose to one another are
in essence buiiding a single, broad-based Latin American
collection between them. Other consortia, for example a
grouping of academic libraries in New York City, have
explored similar arrangements in (usually) less formal
and less encompassing terms. The alreadv mentioned
regional consortia within SALALM could come to
do the same.

The project has thus far addressed questions of con-
sortia on a case-bv-case basis. With bilaieral consortia,
the project has accommodated either independent pro-
ject participation by each member library or joint partici-
pation by both members acting as one. Larger consortia
have been perceived as cooperative groups that comple-
ment the project's efforts. Tirerefore, any of their mono-
graphic endeavors are perceived more as supplementing
than as superseding ihe project's acti.vities. Since our
goais acknowledge specialization at regional as well as
nationai levels, overlap should cause no problem.

3. The monographic project is based on voiuntary
participation bv libranes that enrolled in the fulI

AAIJ / ARL/ SALALM Project. Almost all major Latin
American collections have signed on, and the partici-
pants also inciude some libraries whose Latin American
efforts are small. It is not yet clear whether the mono-
graphs project would have a greater impact on our
aggregate holdings by limiting participation to libraries
meeting some threshold of coilection size or budget. The
many trade-offs inciude the resource depth gained from
broad participation versus the energy dissipated as the
core group grows larger and more complex. Moreover,
some research libraries whose Latin American collec-
tions are relativeiy smali may be building more aggres-
siveiy in other subjects or areas. One eventual means to
recognize all potential cooperative contributions might
emerge if this project's reallocation model were broad-
ened to a wider range of collecting areas, so that all par-
ticipating institutions could specialize in their strengths.

4. The monograph project is only now beginning, and
the initial participants will continue to phase in their
efforts throughout ihis first year. Thus, it will be some
time before we can assess whether the model increases
overall access to Latin American imprints. If seven per-
cent reallocations have a positive effect, would larger
reallocations accomplish even more? Is there u ..u-llo.u-
tion limit beyond which cooperative benefits falt off?
is there some amouni that all libraries must devote to
"core" acquisitions to provide materials used so fre-
quently that the costs of borrowing would exceed those
of purchase, local shelving, and circulation? Are ail
libraries the same in this respect? Compiete cost models
should provide some of the answers.

5. The Latin Americanist Project as a whole has, to date,
emphasized a continuing effort to increase Latin Ameri-
can seriais coverage through an evolving system of
distributed subscription assignments, a tabie of contents
database, and a mechanism for expedited interlibrary
loan. One early conciusion is that this sort of effort, at
once narrow and focused on adding value to our hold-
ings, is expensive to coordinate and sustain. However,
the monographic exercise may eventuallv become suffi-
ciently large-and efficient to generate cost savings and
also ensure enhanced coverage. As the evaluation
section's cost discussion suggests, we now lack even a
conceptual basis for identifying this point. Nonetheless,
there may be some level at which monographic savings
could be diverted to support other cooperative efforts
that carry higher intrinsic costs or that add new value.

6. The project supposes increased reliance on interli-
brary loan as distributed coliections become the norm.
Online bibliographic databases enable users to locate
specific off-site materials quickly and certainlv. Howev-
er, a great deal of research relies on browsing and on
verv brief inspections of previously identified materials
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to see whether they merit closer attention. Online
catalog recolds work weil for researchers seeking
specific items: They are less effective for those attempt-
ing to become familiar with a literature or to browse
some fairiy large category of materials.

The project, as it redistributes and expands Latin
American holdings, will force some users to substitute
remote access for on-site browsing. The shift might
work best if researchers enjoyed a better means to assess
materials held off-site. Travel grants and other visiting
arrangements can at best help only a few. Another
approach might seek to enrich the information about
research resources that is avaiiable online. We might,
for instance, scan title pages, tables of contents, front
matter, and indexes, and link these files to traditional
bibliographic records. Users could use these to get a
quick sense of a particuiar work online as a means of
deciding whether to request it via interiibrarv loan.

This approach would enhance the value of
traditional cataloging records. It couid refine user
demands on interlibrary loan, enabling books to find
their full externai audience and helping scholars locate
the materials thev require. In the long run, dislributed
collections both allow and require improved access.
Re-thinking how we provide this access will become
increasingly important.

Conclusion
The Latin Americanist Research Resources Project, as it
ventures into a cooperative program to create distributed
monographic collections, has grappied with issues com-
mon to all cooperative endeavors. It has also addressed
questions particular to this field. It is stiil too eariy to
declare our monographic effort a success, and one of the
project's central tenets is that we will have io adapt con-
stantly as the program mafures. The model may
nonetheless suggest possibilities for other sqllccrino
fields and consortia.

t Ma.,v of these studies are mentioned in Jutta Reed-Scott,
Scholnrship, Resenrch Librnries', and Clobnl Pthtishnry,
(Washington, DC: Association of Research Libraries, 1996).

? Each participant library has paid a $3,000 fee to help cover the
Project's overhead and expenses.

3 Cooperation, of course, can also offer the best means to
accomplish goais well beyond the capacitv of anv participant.
These mav entail entkely new costs. One eventual result of
monographic cooperalion might be an increased potential to
address such "added value" efforts within the Lalin Ameri-
can reaim.

INrrnxarroNAl EoucerroN
AND LiERANY COTIECTIONS
;u,-\\n January 23-25, the Universiiy of California at

I llos Angeles hosted a national policy conference
\-/ on two U.S. Department of Education interna-
tional education programs: Title VI of the Higher Edu-
cation Act and the Fuibright-Hays program. The meet-
ing brought together a broad spectrum of representa-
tives from higher education institutions and reiated
organizations, who heard presentations on a variety of
topics reiated to international education and participat-
ed in specialized focus groups. One of these break-out
sessions was dedicated to "Library and Collection
Deveiopment Issues" and was co-chaired by Deborah
Jakubs, Head of Internationai and Area Studies, Perkins
Library, Duke University, and Director of the
AAU/ARL Global Resources Program. David Magier,
Director of Area Studies, Columbia University Libraries,
also ser'",ed as co-chair. The presentation, Librnry Collec-
tions (.lrtd Access: *tpporting Global Expertise, tvlll be pub-
Iished in the conference proceedings and can be found
on the ARL web server <http: / / arl.cni.org/coilect/
dlj.html>.

AAU/ARL Gr-oBAL RESoURCES
Anvisony Boann Foruurn
Fflhe Association of American Universii ies and ARL

I formed the Advisorv Board of the AAU/ARL
I Global Resources Program and plans are under-

way for an initial meeting in Summer 1997. Tire Board
rvill facilitate the impiementation of those Program
activities already underway and assist in determining
the direction of new cooperative initiatives designed to
expand scholarly access to internationai research materi-
als. lvlembers are: Betty Bengtson, Director, University
of Washington Libraries; Myles Brand, President, Indi-
ana University; Marianna Choldin, Director, Mortenson
Center, University of Illinois; Jonathan Cole, Provost,
Coiumbia University; Deborah Jakubs, Duke/ARL;
Stanlev Katz, ACLS; Hwa-Wei Lee, Director, Ohio Uni-
versitv.Libraries; Carole Moore, Director, University of
Toronto Libraries; and David Wiiey, Professor, Vlichi-
gan Staie University and Co-Chair, Council of National
Resource Center Directors. For more information
contact Deborah Jakubs <jakubs@acpub.duke.edu>.


